
 

 
 

 

 

 AMA Competition Regulations Rules Change Proposal Form (electronic) 

Please complete this form and click on the SUBMIT button at the bottom of the page. This 

will send the proposal to the Competition Department at AMA HQ. A copy will then be 

sent to the appropriate Contest Board Chairman. The current issue of the Competition 

Regulations must be referenced. 

Proposal Number: RCSA19-02  

Received Date: 01/28/2018 

Revised Date: 

Version Number: 

Select Proposal Type:  

Interpretation 

Select Applicable Competition Regulations this proposal relates to:  

RC Scale Aerobatics 

Give Brief Summary of the Proposed Change:  

Figure 34, Section II: Scale Aerobatics Official Flying and Judging Guide, 8.7.4.a: Round Loops, 

is not geometrically correct for the actual displaced flight path in the loop, and uses an apex for 

the judging angle that is undefined. The apex for the judging angle of the loop should be at the 

point when the plane breaks from level flight. The angle should be measured from a rolled out 

helix flight path, that is through the loop to the displaced point where the plane exits wings level, 

to the X-X axis in the XZ plane. See attached revised Figure 34. Note: All the information shown 

on the attached figure may not need to be there for the judges. Though, it does provide 

explanation. 

State exact wording proposed for the Competition Regulations. List paragraph number 

where applicable. Example: Change "quote present rule book wording" to "exact wording 

required".  

No wording need be changed in 8.7.4.a, except that the reference "(Figure 34)" may be revised to 

say "(See Figure 34 for guide to judging displacement through loop to finish point.)". 

State logic behind proposed change, including alleged shortcoming of the present rule(s). 

STATE INTENT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE:  
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The present Figure 34 describes measuring the angle of displacement from an apex that is 

undefined. Some may consider that the apex shown is where the plane exits wings level from the 

previous maneuver. However, that point is not where the deviations starts. It starts, as shown and 

in the revised Figure 34, where the plane breaks from wings level and enters the loop. The figure 

presently shows the aircraft wind corrected, on a horizontal line that coincides with the X-X axis, 

with no deviation until it enters the loop. This is inconsistent with the deviation. Additionally, 

and theoretically, the aircraft could fly only one fuselage length from the exit of the previous 

maneuver before entering the loop. Per the present criteria shown, this would be a drastically 

larger angle, that could easily be near 90 degrees and zero the loop, without considering the true 

flight path and length of the plane through the loop, which it should. 

The true path of the plane through the displaced loop is described as a helical path of the plane to 

the point of perpendicular displacement. That is, considering the loop is circular and there are no 

further Y-Y deviations through the loop. 

If this proposal is for a new event, include all event test data/information here. Please 

provide information on what testing of this new event has taken place to include number of 

participants and number of contests.  

N/A 

State effect, if any, on current AMA records:  

N/A 

Note: The Contest Board Chairman may, in coordination with the submitter of the 

proposal, at any time prior to submitting a proposal to the contest board for Final Vote, 

Edit proposal wording to increase clarity and to avoid ambiguity provided, the proposal 

intent is not changed. 

Proposer: Warren E Wilson  

AMA Number: 90038 

Address: 4909 N Scenic View Ln  

City: Tacoma  

State: WA  

Zip: 98407  

Day Telephone: 253-307-6783  

Email: wkwilson1@mindspring.com  

mailto:wkwilson1@mindspring.com


Signature: Warren Wilson 
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